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Abstract

At present, determination of optimal aircraft takeoff configurations is done resorting to very
expensive and time-consuming flight testing. This often limits not only the quality of the optima found
but also the number of configuration parameters that can be optimized. The present work implements a
novel gradient steepest descent optimization algorithm to tackle this problem in an economically viable
way. To achieve this, it resorts to surrogate modelling and optimal design of experiment techniques,
allowing for flexibility and optimal information gain in process, respectively. Results obtained show
satisfactory accuracy as long as great care is taken in the modelling and interpolation of data. An
innovative statistical assessment of configuration optimality solidly supports the optima obtained
thus far in the industry. This work confirms the applicability of method for real-time flight testing
and, more importantly, its scalability and adaptability to different configuration problems or problem
dimensionality, opening up the door for potentially large savings in future optimal configuration
campaigns.
Keywords: Aircraft Performance, Takeoff configuration, Surrogate-based optimization, Design of
experiment, Gradient steepest descent

1. Introduction
The present thesis tackles the issue of develop-
ing and implementing a methodology to find opti-
mal aircraft TakeOff (TO) configurations according
to different optimality criteria and budgetary con-
straints.

One increasingly popular and promising method
to deal with expensive optimization problems is
SUrrogate-Based Optimization (SBO) [3]. Consider
the following generic minimization problem:

x∗ = arg min
x

f(x) (1)

where

• x∈ Rn is our design vector

• x∗ denotes the optimal design vector

• f(x) is our expensive resource or function

Using traditional optimization algorithms, with our
simulator integrated on the loop, the number of
”calls” to this expensive resource f(x) would nor-
mally be too expensive to bear. Surrogate models
attempt to circumvent this in a simple away: they
are nothing more than ”cheap” approximations of
our ”expensive” function. They offer a relatively

high accuracy for a fraction of the cost, since to
create the surrogate we just have to evaluate the
expensive function at a few carefully selected points
of the domain. This careful choice of points (also
known as the training set) is made resorting to De-
sign of Experiment (DoE) techniques.

In the end, the final algorithm implemented could
best be described as a heavily surrogate-dependent
steepest descent method, with an objective function
evaluation based on uncertainty propagation tech-
niques. It models the aircraft’s aerodynamic be-
haviour using surrogate models, whilst at the same
time using a custom real-time gradient-based opti-
mization algorithm that is compatible with the op-
erational procedures of a real flight test. SBO tech-
niques were then used to validate, compare with,
and complement the main gradient-based approach.

This extended abstract is structured in the fol-
lowing way: First, short overviews of the theory
behind this project are presented in Sections 2, 3, 4
and 5. The idea behind the developed algorithm is
presented in Section 6, followed by a discussion of
results and conclusion in Sections 7 and 8.

2. Aircraft Takeoff Optimization

The TO optimization traditional objective is to ob-
tain the highest possible performance-limited take-
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off weight, whilst at the same time fulfilling all air-
worthiness requirements [1]. In order to do that, it
is necessary to first determine what parameters in-
fluence TO and can at the same time be controlled.
These are called free parameters. More specifically,
of the free parameters that can be identified, the
Takeoff configuration is of major interest.

Traditionally, TO can be accomplished using one
of three TO configurations: Conf 1+F, Conf 2 or
Conf 3. Each of these configurations is associ-
ated with a set of certified performances, and as
a result it is always possible to determine a Max-
imum TakeOff Weight (MTOW) for each TO con-
figuration. The optimum/best configuration from
among the set of 3 is the one that allows for
the highest MTOW. Again, it should be emphasized
that traditionally optimum configuration is spoken
about in the sense of best choice from among the
available configurations. In the present thesis,
this definition of optimality will acquire a different
meaning.

For longer runways, a better climb gradient is
searched, whereas for shorter runways a shorter
TakeOff Distance (TOD) is wanted. Conf 1+F,
having the best ’finesse’, is thus better suited for
long runways. Conf 3 sacrifices ’finesse’ for brute
lift, and as such is suited for shorter runways. Conf
2 represents a natural compromise between climb
and runway performance, and may sometimes be
the optimum choice for TO.

3. Surrogate Modelling

Surrogate modelling [2] refers to the construction
of approximations (surrogates) that fit and explain
user-provided data (training set). In this section,
a brief overview of the techniques used throughout
this project is done.

3.1. Linear regression

In implementing a linear regression (LR) approxi-
mation, it is assumed that the training set was gen-
erated by a linear model. It is thus a very crude
and basic model, albeit a highly universal and sim-
ple one. It is fast to create, even for large sample
sizes and problem dimensionality, and is practically
insensitive to noise.

3.2. Response Surface Model

The RSM being the quadratic generalization of the
LR, shares its traits of robustness and unsensivity
to noise, as well as high construction speed. It can
handle large training sets and high dimensionality
easily. The number of regression terms used, how-
ever, increases rapidly with an increasing number
of dimensions. RSM’s drawbacks are also similar to
the LR’s.

3.3. Gaussian Processes
Gaussian Process (GP) based modelling, also
known as Kriging, is another very popular surro-
gate method. In essence, it is a spatial optimal lin-
ear prediction, where the unknown random-process
mean is estimated with a linear unbiased estima-
tor. A GP is thus fully determined by its mean
function and covariance function. It is a surrogate
method that demonstrates very accurate behaviour,
provided |S| (sample size) is of small/moderate size.
This is a method perfectly suited for modelling spa-
tially homogeneous functions, i.e., functions with-
out discontinuities, as well as high dimensionality
problems.

3.4. Splines in tension
Splines in tension (SPLT) is a shape-preserving
spline method for approximation of 1-D functions.
A tension parameter is associated to each abscissa
interval of our function. Varying this tension pa-
rameter from zero to infinity will alter the fitting
curve from a cubic polynomial to a linear function.
This SPLT technique is computationally cheap, and
as such can be used with extremely big training sets.
Being a combination of linear and cubic splines, it
offers both good robustness and smoothness, being
an interpolating technique. It is, however, inade-
quate for very noisy problems, and is restricted to
1-D input models.

4. Design of Experiment
Simply put, Design of Experiment (DoE) is a strat-
egy of experimentation that maximizes learning us-
ing a minimum of resources. DoE strategies are of
prime importance when each individual experiment
run is costly and/or time-consuming. Examples of
some standard DoE techniques used in this thesis
are:

4.1. Random sampling (RS)
RS is arguably the simplest approach possible, con-
sisting in the uniform generation of random points
in a hypercube. It is thus a low uniformity tech-
nique (uniformity is metric that measures the qual-
ity of a DoE, with a higher uniformity indicating a
better DoE), especially in low dimensions.

4.2. Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS)
LHS is a technique based on the preservation of the
uniformity of marginal distributions. It is done by
dividing the range of each design variable into N
equal intervals, and placing one point in each.

4.3. Optimized Latin Hypercube Sampling (OLHS)
OLHS is an improved version of LHS. One of the
drawbacks of LHS is the sometimes uneven filling of
the design space. OLHS corrects this by iteratively
generating LHS designs and choosing the best one
according to one or more uniformity metrics.
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4.4. Full Factorial (FF)

The FF approach can be viewed as a ”brute-force”
DoE, that is, it generates a DoE consisting in all
possible combinations of design variables.

Also used in this project are the so-called Optimal
DoE. An optimal design (applied to RSM models)
is constructed by optimizing some criterion that re-
sults in minimizing either the generalized variance
of the parameter estimates, or the variance of the
prediction, for a pre-specified RSM model struc-
ture. Then, given a budget of experimental runs,
the optimization procedure chooses the optimal set
of design points from a candidate set of possible de-
sign points. Optimal designs seek not only to place
points in the design space uniformly, but also to
achieve more robust and consistent estimates of our
(RSM) model parameters or its predictions, effec-
tively using a very limited number of points (exper-
iment runs) in the process. Provided the RSM-like
assumption for the system being analysed holds, op-
timal DoE techniques achieve the same level of ac-
curacy as general techniques with much less exper-
iment points. In the field of aircraft performance,
especially when it comes to flight testing where each
design point corresponds to a very expensive and
time-consuming flight of an aircraft, this advantage
is of paramount importance.

5. Uncertainty Propagation

Uncertainty Propagation (UP) refers to the study of
the effect uncertainty in the input of system has on
its output. At present, it is widely used in the field
of Robust Design Optimization (RDO). In context
of this project, UP techniques will be employed in
a way that differs from the traditional RDO frame-
work, as it will be used in the definition of custom
objective functions. This different approach will be
detailed later. Here a basic overview of the Univari-
ate Reduced Quadrature (URQ) technique used in
the project will be presented.

Consider a function f(X), with X ∈ Rn. Let
µX , σX , γX ,ΓX represent the mean, standard de-
viation, skewness and kurtosis respectively of the
statistical distribution assumed as input X ∈ Rn
of f(X). The URQ is a quadrature method which
aims at obtaining a cheap and accurate univariate
integration method for a generic, non-symmetric
distribution. Using this method, the following ex-
pressions for mean and variance of our function f
are obtained [4]:

µf = W0f(µX) +

n∑
p=1

Wp

[
f(X+

p

h+p
−
f(X−p

h−p

]
(2)

σ2
f =

n∑
p=1

{
W+
p

[
f(X+

p − f(µX)

h+p

]2
+

+W+
p

[
f(X−p − f(µX)

h−p

]2
+

+W±p
[f(X+

p − f(µX)][f(X−p − f(µX)]

h+p h
−
p

} (3)

where:

• X±p are the sampling points, defined as: X±p =
µX + h±p σXp

Ip,

• Ip is the p-th vector of the identity matrix of
size n,

• h±p are given by h±p =
γXp

2 ±
√

ΓXp −
3γ2

Xp

4 .

The weights W must be chosen as follows:

• W0 = 1 +
∑n
p=1

1
h+
p h

−
p

,

• Wp = 1
h+
p −h−

p
,

• W+
p =

(h+
p )2−h+

p h
−
p −1

(h+
p −h−

p )2
,

• W−p =
(h−

p )2−h+
p h

−
p −1

(h+
p −h−

p )2
,

• W±p = 2
(h+

p −h−
p )2

.

This URQ method requires 2n + 1 evaluations of
f . It has thus a cost similar to that of a lineariza-
tion method. However, the accuracy of the URQ is
much higher than that of a linear method, making it
a cheap and relatively accurate method, suited for
application in the context of aircraft performance
flight testing. It provides deterministic estimates of
µf and σ2

f , suitable for use with deterministic opti-
mization algorithms (such as the one first developed
in the present work).

6. Optimal Configuration Search Algorithm
The algorithm (henceforth called CoH, for Con-
fOpt Hunter) implemented for Optimal Configura-
tion Search will now be presented, as well as the hy-
pothesis and architectural options that were made
during its development. First the different Airbus
in-house engineering tools that were used to help
create CoH are briefly mentioned, the algorithm
structure is then summarized, and finally imple-
mentation details on CoH’s module are exposed.
The three main in-house tools used are:

OCTOPUS
OCTOPUS (Operational and Certified TakeOff and
landing Performance Universal Software) is a family
of low speed performance tools developed by Airbus.
It offers a range of low-speed performance function-
alities and calculation capabilities. In the context of
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this project, however, focus was placed on the TO
weight optimization functionality. Internally, OC-
TOPUS represents the aircraft’s characteristics by
a group of Labels, each one being essentially a set of
data. It is by altering (also known as overloading)
via OPTIMA the aforementioned labels that the
three basic aerodynamic coefficients CZ , CX and
CZMAX

are manipulated, effectively allowing con-
trol over the aircraft’s performance.

OPTIMA

OPTIMA is a project currently in development at
Airbus that aims to provide next-generation air-
craft performance modelling and analysis capabil-
ities. From amongst its already available capabil-
ities, the relevant one for the project at hand is
the Python wrapping it provides for OCTOPUS. A
Python wrapping means that OCTOPUS’ compu-
tational functionalities can be called and accessed
via a Python script. This is of paramount impor-
tance for embedding large performance evaluation
black-boxes into larger computational workflows.

MACROS

MACROS, developed by the Airbus Group in part-
nership with DATADVANCE, is a set of software
tools for process integration, predictive modeling,
data mining and multidisciplinary optimization.
In the scope of this project, MACROS was used
namely in three different areas: DoE, Surrogate
Modelling and Optimization. Its tools are accessed
via Python scripting, thus facilitating integration
with OPTIMA and, by extension, with OCTOPUS.

What follows now is an overview of one iteration
of the CoH algorithm (Fig. 1). The steps are pre-
sented in order, starting with an initial guess and
up to the stop criteria, where it is decided if an-
other iteration is needed. For each step only the
main idea is explained.

6.1. Design Space Description

An optimal TO configuration is defined as a set
of control surface deflection angles that maximize
some optimality criteria. Traditionally, this set of
surfaces comprises only the Slat and Flap angles.
Let us consider then a two-dimensional design space
(DS) of Slat and Flap angles, defined as:

DS = {(s, f) ∈ R2 : s ∈ [0◦, 27◦], f ∈ [0◦, 35◦]}
(4)

It should be noted that this choice of DS implies
absolutely no loss of generality for the process im-
plemented, i.e., all the tools developed were con-
ceived to work with and be easily extensible to any
given number of design variables.

Figure 1: CoH algorithm basic workflow.

6.2. Initial guess
A Flight Point (FP) corresponds to a set of speed
measurements taken while the aircraft is airborne
at a fixed configuration (or point).

Until now, within Airbus, the optimal configura-
tion was determined in a non-systematic fashion,
that is, by performing a set of flight tests that cov-
ered a pre-defined list of FP around the pre-flight
configuration. The data was then analyzed and a
choice was made in terms of which should be the
optimal configuration.

That being said, for the CoH, relatively precise
initial guesses can be made for example by analogy
with previous aircraft models, by resorting to wind
tunnel testing or CFD pre-flight computations, by
looking at the optimal configurations that were de-
fined for them, or even by asking for the opinion of
Airbus experts.

Initially, for a straightforward MTOW objective
function, the chosen initial guess will depend mainly
on the runway length available. Later, when defin-
ing statistically optimal objectives, providing an
initial guess is normally not an easy task.

6.3. Optimal DoE around guess
Having picked an initial guess in the Design Space
(DS), the next step is to calculate the local gra-
dient, to determine in which direction to continue
the exploration. However, in order to calculate a
gradient, a local linear approximation of the objec-
tive function must be built in the vicinity of the
DS point currently being considered. To build this
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approximation, a sampling of points is needed (for
the 2-dimensional DS, a minimum of 3 points).

To perform that sampling (which is actually a
DoE), in the most cost-effective manner possible
a linear RSM-optimal DoE technique was used, to
maximize information gain at a minimum budget
cost, provided the linear RSM assumption holds.

Not only that, applying such a DoE ensures scal-
ability (in case more FP need to be added for ro-
bustness) and generality (in the event more design
variables are considered).

6.4. First breakpoint: DoE flight test results
This is the most central and significant step in the
CoH algorithm. The reason for that is simple: to
evaluate the objective function at any given FP, sev-
eral flight tests must be conducted (at least at 3 dif-
ferent speeds). At this stage, algorithm execution
must stop (hence the designation ’breakpoint’) and
wait for the inflight measurements. The real-time
nature of the CoH is due to these necessary break-
points, since no a priori knowledge of the next FP
locations (besides the initial group) is assumed.

In order to continue development of the CoH,
a simulator for flight testing was then conceived,
using surrogate modelling techniques to model the
aircraft’s flight physics. At this stage of an air-
craft performance certification campaign, when the
Optimal Configuration (OC) is not yet fixed, only
pre-flight calculations can be made using OCTO-
PUS, since no flight tests have been carried out.
This means all the aircraft physics comes from the-
oretical models. At the time of development of the
present thesis, however, the A350 OC campaign
had already been terminated, meaning Flight Test
(FT) data was available. It was from this A350 OC
campaign FT data that the aforementioned flight
test simulator was built.

The FT results for a FP are a number of pairs of
aerodynamic coefficients CZ and CX , measured for
different angles of attack α (i.e., different speeds).

6.5. Gradient Calculation
At this stage, using OPTIMA, FT results are in-
jected into OCTOPUS, and a TO optimization is
performed at each FP. OCTOPUS then outputs a
simple MTOW for a given custom configuration.
This is not a default functionality of OCTOPUS.
Indeed, all performance calculations in OCTOPUS
are limited to using one of the three default avail-
able TO configurations. Using OPTIMA, however,
it is possible to overload the flight physics inside
OCTOPUS, namely the drag polar and lift curves,
and effectively ’turn’ a default configuration into a
custom one. This overloading is done using surro-
gate models, with the help of MACROS (see Figure
2).

Initially, the objective function to be maximized

Figure 2: Configuration overloading using OP-
TIMA.

was precisely the MTOW, for a given runway
length. Later, a statistical objective function was
developed, which takes into account the worldwide
airport runway length distribution to optimize the
TO configuration.

Having calculated the objective (objective func-
tion value) for the selected DoE points around the
initial guess, a LR surface is built to approximate
the objective function. From this surface, the gra-
dient is analytically calculated.

6.6. Second breakpoint: Gradient line points

With gradient information now available, the di-
rection of increasing objective value can be deter-
mined. However, unlike in a traditional steepest
ascent/descent algorithm, no step is taken in that
direction. Instead, the design space is sampled at
N locations over the direction of increasing objec-
tive defined by the gradient. This design choice
was made mainly for operational reasons, as a step-
by-step real-time in-flight measurements would be
impractical. Performing measurements by chunks
avails itself as a more practical and economical ap-
proach. A very important and challenging aspect
not yet mentioned is the handling of optima located
in the borders of the domain. This is often the case
in the present project, as will be shown later. A
number of measures were put into place to han-
dle gradient calculation and gradient line sampling
in the frontier of the DS, to counter convergence
problems (namely slow convergence, which is sim-
ply not affordable when each objective calculation
corresponds to a real FP measurement).

6.7. Maximum over gradient line

Once the set of sampling points to be evaluated over
the gradient line is defined, FT can be performed in
each of those FP. In this case, it implies resorting
once more to the flight test simulator. After obtain-
ing the FT results, objective values are calculated
for each FP in the set, using the objective function
under consideration. Interpolation using a spline
interpolation (SPLT) technique is then carried out.
It is possible to build such a spline since the gra-
dient line is a one-dimensional manifold regardless
of the input dimensionality. That being said, a
parametrization scheme was devised to achieve this.
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The SPLT technique yields an analytical expression
for the interpolant spline, making it trivial to find
its optimum. Once the point of maximum objective
is calculated, it becomes the initial FP for the next
iteration.

Flight testing being a heavily budget-constrained
process, the stopping criteria for the CoH algorithm
will necessarily be the exhaustion of said budget.
Thus, once the pre-allotted flight time or number
of FP evaluations run out, termination of the CoH
ensues. In case there is some budget left, another
iteration begins.

7. Results

The purpose of this Section is to present and vali-
date the results obtained from the CoH algorithm.
Validation of the results is of paramount importance
for an expensive real-time procedure such as the
one developed here. It took place in four distinct
phases, detailed next.

7.1. Single MTOW, Fixed Runway

The validation and results analysis process starts
with simple MTOW calculations. This is first done
at a 1+F Configuration, defined in pre-flight as −−
(−−◦ Slat deflection, −−◦ Flap deflection), using
the pre-flight model. Next, still at Conf –, calcula-
tions are launched using LR and RSM interpolation
techniques for the labels, with a varying number of
interpolation points and full overload of all label
models. The Lift and Drag polars used by OCTO-
SUP during the TO optimization loop for all three
cases (pre-flight, LR, RSM) were then extracted and
visualized (Fig. 3). Keep in mind this was done us-
ing -- different speed measures for each FP.

Figure 3: Lift and drag (CZ and CX) curve plots.

Bearing in mind that only the continuous, more
dense parts of the curves are of importance, two
comments can be made regarding Fig. 3:

• ACZALPHA representation seems accurate
in the relevant region for both LR and RSM, as
they both interpolate well the FT data (starred
points).

• LR overestimates ACXCZ2, and doesn’t per-
fectly interpolate the FT data. This is due to
the slightly non-linear allure of the label, and
is the cause of important errors observed for
this technique.

7.2. Optimal Configuration, Fixed Runway
Here CoH algorithm results are compared against
the so-called ’true’ results. These true results are
obtained from optimization over the design space
(DS) using a complex GP Surrogate Model (SM),
which in turn is built for a fixed Runway Length
(RL). This is known as Surrogate-Based Optimiza-
tion (SBO). The SM takes as input a configuration,
and it outputs the corresponding MTOW. Keep in
mind a sampling (training) set of the DS is needed
to build the SM.

At this stage two factors need now to be consid-
ered: the sample size S and DoE Technique. Ideally,
for purposes of comparison with CoH results, a SM
where S → ∞ with a Full Factorial DoE would be
best, as it would be the closest to reality. However,
it is of major interest to determine if a compara-
ble accuracy could be obtained with a significantly
smaller S or not.

The S∞ SM, henceforth considered as the refer-
ence, was built using a S = 225 FF DoE. From
it, the true OC and respective MTOW for a RL of
−−m were derived, and are both depicted in Fig-
ure 4. More precisely, the OC found is indicated in
Table 1.

Slats −−◦
Flaps −−◦
MTOW – kg

Table 1: Optimal Configuration for RL –m

Figure 4: MTOW as function of configuration for a
runway of –m, over which SBO was performed.

A similar process was then carried out using
smaller S values and different DoE techniques, tak-
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ing care to always sample the entire DS. The results
obtained are shown in Figure 5.

First and foremost, no sample under S =– seems
to provide a reliable output. This behaviour was re-
peatedly observed through several repetitions of the
process. Predictably, random sampling produces
the most erratic behaviour, with significant oscilla-
tions in the error even for higher sample sizes. Note,
however, the stable and relatively precise behaviour
of both FF and OLHS techniques for S >–. Since
the sampling was done in the entire DS, these are
promising results, hinting at the possibility of bet-
ter results for a smaller DS sampling. Indeed, when
sampling was performed in a restriced DS domain
(Conf. − − ± −−◦ for both surfaces) the results
were, not surprisingly, drastically better (Figure 6).

Figure 5: Absolute MTOW error for the full DS,
depending on DoE sample size S and technique.

Figure 6: Absolute MTOW error for a small sam-
pling domain, depending on DoE sample size S and
technique.

Even for a – sample, extremely precise results
are obtained, regardless of the DoE technique used.
This fact, coupled with the observed Slat and Flap
configuration convergence, position small-DS SBO
as a valid tool for confirmation purposes. If a very
precise initial guess is already known (from a same-
family aircraft, for example) confirmation of the OC
location could be quickly and cheaply carried out
this way.

At this stage, having obtained the ’true’ OC for
reference (Table 1), all that is left to determine is
the correct parameterization for the CoH algorithm,
namely:

• The minimum number of iterations needed un-
til a satisfactory (small enough) error is ob-
tained;

• Optimal number of Flight Points (FP) to use
around each Design Point (DP) for gradient
calculation;

• Optimal number of FP to use in the creation
of the gradient line.

To accomplish this, a DoE OLHS set was first cre-
ated using these 3 parameters (NumRuns, DoeSize,
LineSize). Additionally, a set of 10 random start-
points (SP) was also created. Then, for each SP
and for each configuration in OLHS set, the CoH
algorithm was launched, with the average over the
SP set of the results obtained being used to build a
SM.

Figure 7 shows the MTOW (objective) evolution
versus the number of iterations and DoE size. Con-
vergence to the true OC MTOW value with the in-
creasing number of runs was expected, and is clearly
observable. Yet, the influence of the DoE size used
in gradient calculation is very small, with bigger
gradient DoEs appearing to slightly slow conver-
gence (mayhap due to gradient ’pollution’).

Figure 7: 3D GP SM cut at ISO-max of CoH out-
put as function of local DoE pool sample size and
number of iterations.

A similar 3D cut for the number of points along
the gradient line (LineSize) is depicted in Figure 8.
Besides the convergence with increasing number of
iterations, the line size shows this time a significant
influence on convergence speed. Using only – points
to build the gradient line seems to be something
to avoid. Concerning convergence speed, that is,
how many runs are really needed to attain the true
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Figure 8: 3D GP SM cut at ISO-max of CoH output
as function of number of gradient line points and
number of iterations.

’OC’, a 2D cut provides a good first answer (see Fig.
9). After -- iterations, a very precise estimate is
already obtained, improving marginally from there
onwards.

Figure 9: 2D cuts showing MTOW convergence
with increasing number of iterations.

In order to quantify CoH performance, and to ob-
tain a curve relating the error obtained (compared
to the ’true’ OC) with the total number of FP used
(the FP Budget, encompassing FP used throught
CoH execution), the following optimization prob-
lem is posed:

minimize
d,g,n

FP Budget(d, g, n)

subject to |MTOW (d, g, n)−MTOW ∗| ≤
≤ E, E = e1, . . . , em.

(5)

Where d, g are the number of FP used in each DoE
and Gradient Line, respectively, MTOW ∗ is the
true optimum and n is the number of iterations.
The problem is solved for different values of admis-
sible error E, namely e1, . . . , em. The parametric

model constructed before is used to carry out the
optimization. Recall that the model was built using
results averaged over 10 different random starting
points.

Note that curves describing the evolution of d and
g also arise naturally from the optimization process.
Everything is depicted in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Small error allowance parameterization
results.

Possible conclusions are:

• Any FP Budget smaller than -- will prove to
be, in general, insufficient;

• After aprox. -- FP the gains to be had are
much smaller;

• -- iterations seems to be the minimum neces-
sary to obtain meaningful results.

• -- to -- FP is confirmed as the best choice of
budget to be spent on a OC search. At -- FP
the error nears --kg, an acceptable difference in
engineering terms, more so given the number
of assumptions and models used thus far;

• To err on the safe side, -- full iterations of the
CoH algorithm would be advised;

• Concerning the DoE and Gradient Line set-
tings, -- or -- FP for the Gradient Line and
-- FP for the DoE are a sensible choice.

This being said, from a business perspective the
fundamental question is the grand total of FP used
to reach the OC. Figure 11 attempts to address
this question showing the configuration and objec-
tive convergence throughout CoH execution (as the
number of FP increases). The green line is the ’true’
optima.

Once again, after -- FP a satisfying result is al-
ready obtained (less than -- kg of error).
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Figure 11: CoH MTOW objective convergence.

7.3. Different OC, Varying Runway

A TO network is a 2D curve of the MTOW Vs Run-
way Length (RL), for a given configuration, aircraft,
external conditions, etc. Everything so far has been
done considering the RL fixed at –m, that is, a sin-
gle point in a TO network. The optimal configura-
tions were derived for --m, --m and --m RL for the
3,2 and 1+F configurations respectively, by letting
the CoH converge (see Table 2).

Configuration Slats (◦) Flaps (◦)

1+F – –
1+F∗ – –

2 – –
2∗ – –

3 – –
3∗ – –

Table 2: 3 Configuration Sets, Traditional and Op-
timal (∗)

Of particular interest, and depicted in all TO net-
works, is the ’adaptive’ optimal configuration net-
work. This network was created from the MTOW
values obtained using the OC for each RL. This
provides an upper theoretical bound on the TO per-
formance that would be possible to obtain, a case
where the TO configuration would be adapted at
each time for each RL. It also provides a means to
assess the ’coverage’, or quality, of a given TO net-
work, defined as:

Coverage(TO Network) =

=

∫ −−m
−−m TO Network dRL∫ −−m

−−m Adaptive TO Network dRL
× 100%

(6)

The three configurations together do a remark-
able job of covering the entire adaptive network (see
Fig. 12), with Conf 2 filling the gap.

For comparison purposes, note that a –% gain
in coverage is roughly equivalent to a –kg gain in
MTOW in all RL ∈ [−−m,−−m].

The pre-flight Conf 2 is already optimal for the
RL considered, whilst for Confs 1+F and 3 the gain

Figure 12: Traditional and CoH TO complete net-
work coverage for the three different configurations.

is considerable, as mentioned before. However, con-
sidering individual configuration gains may not be
the most appropriate metric to judge a configura-
tion, since those configurations are only expected to
perform well in a vicinity of their respective opti-
mal RLs. Thus, a coverage improvements for Confs
1+F/3 together, as well as for all Confs, are also cal-
culated in Table 3. The final gain is small, which
was expected given the use of a pre-flight CZMAX

.
Thanks to the adaptive TO network, it is now

possible to trace the evolution of the OC deflections
with varying RL. This is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Optimal Configuration evolution with
Runway Length.

The slat behaviour is well defined, with the slats
(in blue) needing to diverge from −−◦ only for very
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Configuration Coverage (%) Gain (%)

1+F 97.8988
1+F∗ 98.6999 +0.8011

2 99.4710
2∗ 99.4565 -0.01450

3 98.6239
3∗ 98.9310 +0.3071

1+F and 3 99.5799
1+F∗ and 3∗ 99.8036 +0.2237

All 99.8157
All∗ 99.8971 +0.0814

Table 3: Different TO network coverage.

small RLs. The flaps (in green) present a more
abrupt shift in the zone between – and –, and then
a slow increase with decreasing RL. Two final re-
marks concerning the flap curve: due to the ’flat-
ness’ of the OF near the optimum, the flap deflec-
tion has trouble converging. Also, for very small
RLs, namely –, the aircraft is at the limit of the
TO envelope, hence the drop in flap values.

7.4. Statistically Optimal Configuration

To go a bit further in the definition of optimal con-
figuration, a redefinition of the objective function
was needed. Results using a statistically optimal
OF are here presented and discussed in Table 4.

RL Range
(m)

Slats
(◦)

Flaps
(◦)

E(MTOW )
(kg)

[1700, 3000] – – –
[3000, 3500] – – –
[3500, 4400] – – –
[1700, 4400] – – –

Table 4: Statistical OC results.

The first column on the left indicates the range
of airport RLs that was considered for uncertainty
propagation. The rationale behind the four cho-
sen ranges was simple: picking three ranges that
roughly corresponds to each of the 3 traditional
configuration domains and a range encompassing
all the domain, to see which would be the ideal TO
configuration if only one configuration was allowed.

The last column on the right is the OF value.
In this case, it answers the following question:
”Taking-Off at random from airports with runway
∈ RL Range, and considering more important air-
ports to have more TakeOffs, what is the expected
average MTOW the aircraft can offer?”

The configuration values found for each of the

first three ranges are not far from the correspond-
ing OC found before for the 3 Confs in Table 2 in
Section 7.3. Normally this would be an expected re-
sult, since the ranges chosen each have as mid-point
the RL used for each of the traditional 3 configu-
rations. However, the 3 configurations determined
before do NOT take into account the runway im-
portance distribution, making the results obtained
even more relevant.

Additionally, for the full domain range, some-
thing close to a Conf 2 avails itself as the optimal
configuration.

8. Conclusion

The present work’s contribution to the state-of-the-
art in the Aircraft Performance domain consisted in
the definition, implementation and validation of a
novel gradient-based procedure for systematic de-
termination of the optimal takeoff configurations of
an aircraft. In addition, a second SBO procedure
was proposed, mainly for validation purposes, and
its viability was also demonstrated. Both proce-
dures were shown to not only meet the requirements
of finding an optimal solution, but also of making
it possible to do so in an easily extensible and eco-
nomical way. An innovative statistical objective
function was finally proposed, its merits and fea-
sibility discussed. Despite this being essentially an
optimization work, the absolute most valuable in-
sight the project offered was not one of how much
’better’ the optimal configurations found are. In-
stead, the current work proved those optima can be
reached faster and cheaper than in the past, using
a method that is easily expandable to any number
of problem dimensions. This means that if in the
future AIRBUS envisions optimizing more than 2
parameters for the OC, that can be easily done. Not
only that, the methods implemented, using state-of-
art tools, are only the tip of the iceberg regarding
the possibilities in this domain: for example, cruise
flight configurations, which resort to Variable Cam-
ber (DFS flap settings), could be optimized using
this method.
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